Press Release

GOL Announces April 2009 Traffic Figures
São Paulo, May 8, 2009 –GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A. (Bovespa: GOLL4 and NYSE: GOL), Brazil’s
low-cost airline, today released its preliminary traffic figures for April 2009.

Management’s Comments
Demand on GOL’s route network increased for the second consecutive month, mainly due to three
extended holidays in April - Easter, Tiradentes Day and Labor Day (while Labor Day was officially May 1,
the Friday holiday promoted travel on April 30). Given only Tiradentes Day was celebrated in April 2008
(Easter and Labor Day did not occur in April last year), there is a slight variation in monthly air traffic
seasonality. Historically, the second quarter experiences lower demand as it is the only quarter with no
peak holiday periods.

Domestic Market

Demand on GOL’s route
network increased for the
second consecutive month,
fueled by the period’s three
extended holidays.

Operating Data

In comparison with April 2008, domestic passenger traffic (RPK) fell
by 14.8% and capacity (ASK) by 5.9%. The domestic occupancy rate
(load factor) stood at 60%, versus 51% for the international market
and 59% for the GOL system as a whole.
The Company maintained strict control over ASKs and continued
with its previously announced revenue generation proposal, resulting
in a net yield for April 2009 substantially higher than the R$19.43
centavos recorded in 2Q08, yet slightly less than the R$ 23.27
centavos registered in 2008 as a whole. It worth noting that yield in
April 2008 was slightly down on the 2Q08 figure.
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April 2008 *
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ASK (‘000) (1)

3,088.6

3,650.2

-15.4%

3,246.2

-4.9%

(2)

1,811.6

2,305.6

-21.4%

1,782.2

1.6%

58.7%

63.2%

-4.5 pp

54.9%

3.8 pp

ASK (‘000) (1)

2,627.7

2,792.1

-5.9%

2,762.2

-4.9%

(2)

1,577.8

1,851.9

-14.8%

1,571.5

0.4%

60.0%

66.3%

-6.3 pp

56.9%

3.2 pp

ASK (‘000) (1)

460.9

858.1

-46.3%

484.0

-4.8%

(2)

233.8

453.7

-48.5%

210.8

10.9%

50.7%

52.9%

-2.1 pp

43.5%

7.2 pp
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International Market
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International Market
International ASKs in April fell by 46.3% year-over-year, mainly due to the Company’s decision to cease
intercontinental operations in 2008. When compared to March 2009, the 4.8% reduction in international
ASKs, reflected the recent repositioning of GOL’s international route network to improve productivity.
The Company’s international load factor fell 50.7% in April, when compared to the previous year, due to
the aformentioned adjustments to the international route network. International load factor increased 7.2
percentage points when compared to March 2009, reflecting the high number of extended holidays in
April’s and, to a lesser extent, the Company’s recent reduction in ASKs.

( * ) April 2009 - preliminary data; final data for April 2008.
(1) Available seat kilometers represents the aircraft seating capacity multiplied by the number of kilometers the seats are flown.
(2) Revenue passenger kilometers represents the numbers of kilometers flown by revenue passengers.
(3) Load factor represents the percentage of aircraft seating capacity that is actually utilized (calculated by dividing revenue
passenger kilometers by available seat kilometers).
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About GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A.
GOL Linhas Aéreas Inteligentes S.A. (NYSE: GOL and Bovespa: GOLL4),
Brazil’s low-cost airline, offers around 800 daily flights to 49 destinations
that connect all the important cities in Brazil and ten major destinations in
South America. The Company operates a young, modern fleet of Boeing
737 Next Generation aircraft, the safest and most comfortable of its class,
with high aircraft utilization and efficiency levels. The Company’s service
is recognized as the best value proposition in the market.
This release contains forward-looking statements relating to the prospects of the business,
estimates for operating and financial results, and those related to growth prospects of
GOL. These are merely projections and, as such, are based exclusively on the
expectations of GOL’s management concerning the future of the business and its
continued access to capital to fund the Company’s business plan. Such forward-looking
statements depend, substantially, on changes in market conditions, government
regulations, competitive pressures, the performance of the Brazilian economy and the
industry, among other factors and risks disclosed in GOL’s filed disclosure documents and
are, therefore, subject to change without prior notice.
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